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Abstract
Movement of health care professionals, nationally or internationally, has now become a common trend worldwide. International recruitment of efficient physicians is an ongoing process for years although some studies have identified this culture as an issue.¹⁰⁻¹¹

Waves of migration to popularly Australia under ‘Skilled Migration’ and other categories started in Bangladesh in early 1970, which have been ongoing since then.¹ Among over thirty thousands of such migrants living in the popularly Australian States²; the medical graduates from Bangladesh are identified through their associations/forum made in each State as well as from the data on their participation in the re-accreditation examinations.³⁻⁴,⁷⁻⁸

A lack of pre-migration awareness on social and academic barriers in the host country has been found far more common in the Australian International Medical Graduates’ (IMGs) studies published before 2004.⁵ Poor knowledge on the hurdles may affect IMGs’ post-migration coping or adjustment process. Fortunately, internet facilities are widely available so, modern IMGs no more need to rely on information from relatives, friends or high commission/embassy people. Yet, full access to career and job related journals could still be out of reach for many IMGs. Updated clear knowledge around license-legislation at the destination would help IMGs gaining smoother transition whilst preparing to build the same career, albeit in a different system.

This review article at first presents the background behind strict regulations on permitting the IMGs to practise in major destinations. It then progresses with reviewing these regulations in the developed countries including Australia. Following that a detailed summary has been made on the Australian regulations. Available literature⁶⁻⁸ demonstrates a large discrepancy between IMGs’ success rates in the knowledge and practical part of the licensing (Australian Medical Council) process (i.e. 80% vs. 42% in case of Bangladeshi-IMGs). Therefore, this paper has properly discussed the nature and structure of the practical (AMC-Clinical) examination incorporating examples. Useful web-links on Australian IMGs’ accreditation preparation, permanent migration and finding medical jobs have been provided at relevant sections. Finally, a recommendation has been made to teach 3rd-year medical students on this important area under the ‘Community Medicine’ curriculum in Bangladesh.

Background
The international movement of doctors from one country to another has a long history and continues to be common worldwide. To label this group, the terms ‘Foreign medical graduates (FMG)’, ‘Overseas-trained doctors (OTDs)’ or more recently ‘International Medical Graduates (IMGs)’ are being used. Such terms indicate to medical graduates who have completed their primary medical degrees in a country outside of their post-migration host countries. In most cases, the members of this group are not permitted to see or treat patients in their welcoming society straight away.³

The published number on the IMGs’ inclusion into health care system of their host countries varies widely. In the USA, one in five of its physicians received their medical qualifications in another country, either a developed or a developing nation.¹⁶ On the other hand; IMGs remain only 3 percent of the physician workforce in France, 5 percent in Germany and 1 percent in Japan. In addition, only 17.8 percent of IMGs in Switzerland and 12.7 percent in Sweden and Norway come from outside Europe.¹¹

Until the “Melbourne Medical School” was founded in 1862 and its first doctors graduated in 1867, all western doctors practicing in Australia were trained overseas and until federation in 1901, most doctors who practiced in Australia were overseas-trained doctors. Indeed until well into the 20th century, many leading medical practitioners and administrators in Australia were overseas graduates.¹²⁻¹₃ The Australian literature identifies them as coming from a diverse variety of cultures and often struggle to adapt to living and working in a different socio-cultural-linguistic environment.¹₄⁻¹₅ The 2008 workforce data showed that 31% of general practitioners (GP) in Australia are IMGs. This percentage of GP-IMGs is greater in rural and remote areas (37%) than in metropolitan areas (28%).¹₆
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The IMG-accreditation-requirements in other countries are similarly strict or even stricter. A review of IMGs’ re-qualification requirements (standard, not the specialist pathway) in other developed countries has been made in Table 2. 11, 20, 24-25
Table 2: A review of IMGs’ license process in other developed countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>The license (accreditation) process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The United States</td>
<td>Primary source verification of the final medical degree by ECFMG? An English language test for foreign nationals (English 2nd language)? USMLE step 1, 2 &amp; 3 ? 3yr accredited residency training program. Special considerations are in place but only for academic health researchers and eminent medical teachers. Recent updates are at: <a href="http://www.usmle.org">http://www.usmle.org</a> &amp; <a href="http://www.ecfmg.org">http://www.ecfmg.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Forms of licensing vary slightly by province in Canada. Standard requirement has been set by LMCC which all provinces have to follow. Requirements in Ontario province are more aligned with requirements in the US, the UK, NZ and Australia. Two main types of licenses: full and provisional. Provisional licenses allow IMGs to enter directly into practice, despite not meeting all the requirements. An MCC acceptable medical degree equivalent to local MD degree? A French or English language test for non-native speakers? A pass on the MCCEE written evaluation exam on medical knowledge from inside or overseas locations? 2 to 5yr accredited residency training program depending on the chosen specialties by applying through Clearinghouse? MCCQE part 1 &amp; 2? Supervised license from LMCC? Fellowship exam in chosen specialty? Ontario Registration. Recent updates are at: <a href="http://www.mcc.ca">http://www.mcc.ca</a>, <a href="http://www.aipso.ca">http://www.aipso.ca</a> &amp; <a href="http://www.mun.ca/harriscentre/IMG-Atlantic_Metropolis-FINAL.pdf">http://www.mun.ca/harriscentre/IMG-Atlantic_Metropolis-FINAL.pdf</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>A GMC accredited medical degree? An English language test for foreign nationals (English 2nd language)? PLAB part 1 &amp; 2. Since March 2006, every medical job is being filled by manpower on following priority: UK-graduates? EU-graduates? others (IMGs). ODTs? The aim of this scheme is for temporary OTDs to return to their country of origin on completion of specialist training in the UK. Recent updates are available at: <a href="http://www.gmc-uk.org/doctors/index.asp">http://www.gmc-uk.org/doctors/index.asp</a> (accessed on 30.1.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>There is an oversupply of Irish doctors for posts in Ireland. Non-EU nationals generally work in smaller hospitals all over the country (879 were registered in 1994). Temporary registration with the Medical Council last for a maximum period of five years. A full-time work permit and the letter of employment are essential before a visa is considered to the applicant. EU nationals are exempted from these requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>Israel has surplus of local graduates per population. Yet it receives an unprecedented wave of doctor immigration each year, mainly from the former Soviet Union or Europe. Both local and foreign graduates have to pass the National Licensing Examinations (NLE) to be able to practice. The license exam format is very close to that of final year MD examination. The official spoken language in medical practices is Hebrew. There is Government funded training program for IMGs to prepare for the NLEs however, competition for its access is very high.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scandinavia</td>
<td>In general, all degrees, license status and positions acquired in EU countries are reciprocally accepted and acknowledged amongst member countries. If an IMG graduated from a non-EU medical school then medical registration is only possible if the candidate holds 'Permanent Residence' status of that country and his/her medical diploma is acceptable by their license authority. If graduation is accepted, then to pass a local language test? passing a medical exam to qualify as pre-registration doctors (AT) which enables him/her to work as Junior House Officers in hospitals. The AT period (21 months) consists of four major specialties terms (each four month long) and other specialties of interest in the remaining period? to pass an exam at the end of the AT period? Full registration (enables one to perform locum work up to one year in many supervised posts or to undertake clinical training in a chosen specialty). Specialist training program (ST) lasts for five years and then one can apply for a 'Consultant' position. Recent updates are available at (accessed on 30.1.17): <a href="http://www.saco.se/en/omstart/swedish-educational-system/choose-your-education/doctrophysician/">http://www.saco.se/en/omstart/swedish-educational-system/choose-your-education/doctrophysician/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One literature suggests that a decade ago in 2005, there had been sufficient locally-trained graduates in the UK, Eire and Scandinavia for their own workforce.29 Another report30 has alerted that doctor-movement could be an expensive process; according to Dr Shiv Pande (Chairman of the British International Doctors Association in 2006) in the report:
Before overseas doctors can work they have often spent hundreds of pounds on visas, exams, and registration, and this is often money that they just haven’t got. Some doctors end up in huge amounts of debt trying to get on the work treadmill. Some have to live in squalid conditions while trying to get work.”

So, a pre-informed and well-organized preparation is necessary that would ease the process.

The Regulation of IMGs in Australia

Australian medical practice regulations were formalized more than two decades before the UK in 1859. The first regulatory board was formed in Australia by establishment of the ‘Medical Council of Tasmania’ in 1837. However, it was not until the late 1970s that exams for IMGs were introduced. The level of control on IMGs’ inclusion into medical workforce has gradually increased.¹⁻¹³⁻¹⁴⁻¹⁵

Australia is experiencing a chronic shortage of Australian-trained doctors available to work in certain disciplines, for example General Practice, Psychiatry and Emergency Medicine and also in certain regions and places, especially rural and remote Australia. The distribution of general practitioners is unequal with capital cities having access to more doctors than rural areas.¹³⁻¹⁴⁻¹⁵

A current major workforce focus is how to increase the number of primary care physicians (GPs) working in underserved areas. Since 2000, Federal Governments have undertaken initiatives to increase medical student places, created new medical schools in rural and regional locations and funded shorter graduate-entry medical courses. A range of beneficial initiatives for IMGs wanting to relocate and practice in rural locations were introduced. The goal is to reach nationwide self-sufficiency in number and distribution of doctors by 2025.¹⁶

While waiting for the number of Australian graduates to increase, one ready solution to workforce shortages is hiring IMGs on temporary visas.¹⁶ However, to practice in Australia, IMGs need to gain accreditation and this process is complex and has changed over time.

The Medical Licensing pathway for IMGs:

National examinations for IMGs were introduced to Australia in 1978. These examinations have been run and regulated by the Australian Medical Council (AMC) since 1990. The AMC is an independent national body in Australia. Its purpose and responsibility is to ensure the standards of medical education and training and to assess the health professionals trained locally or abroad in order to protect and maintain the optimum health of people living in Australia. Since 1992, the IMGs’ license to practice had been consistent and restrictive across states and territories. In general it is achievable only by satisfactorily completing the examination requirements of the AMC.¹⁷ According to Professor Gordon G. Page:¹⁷

The examinations of the AMC are developed to assess competence at the level of a graduate from an Australian medical school, and assess competence relative to the requirements of safe, effective medical practice and health care in Australia.

The AMC offers two registration pathways; the ‘Standard pathway’ for general registration, and the ‘Specialist pathway’ for fellowship recognition. For IMG-specialists, the AMC coordinates the qualification recognition process (through its specialist pathway) however, the actual assessment of qualifications (i.e. fellowship, membership) and relevant accreditation exams are carried out by the relevant specialist medical colleges. For example, the Royal Australian College of General Practitioners (RACGP) assesses the overseas general practitioner (GP) qualification of an applicant and his/her relevant training obtained in the area. The RACGP also organizes/controls the pre-vocational and vocational general practice training of IMGs and undertakes GP fellowship exams. The information on the specialist qualification recognition of IMGs is available from the AMC website link: http://www.amc.org.au/examination/requirements - accessed on 29/1/17. Any additional information surrounding the overseas GP-fellowship recognition process is available from the RACGP and the AHPRA website.²⁻³⁻³⁰

The components of the AMC Standard Pathway are:

1. Primary medical degree verification:
   Not all primary-medical-degree providing institutions are recognized by the AMC. So, IMGs are advised to check their institution’s eligibility before applying for an AMC assessment. The updated list on eligible schools for the purpose is available from the AMC website.²⁹

The AMC assessment starts with the verification of an applicant’s primary medical qualification. This preliminary verification process of primary medical degree often makes some unknown delay as has been reported by some newly arrived Bangladeshi doctors (Personal communication via BDFV). The AMC has listed (2013-14) the worldwide medical colleges that are slow to respond to this verification request (Source: PDF file at bottom page of http://www.amc.org.au/assessment/psv - accessed on 30.1.17). This verification process was implemented by the AMC on 1st January 2006. Since then, the AMC checks the credentials of both general and specialist stream applicants by sending those documents to an expert American organization called ‘Educational Commission for Foreign Medical Graduates (ECFMG)’. This body checks the documents with the confirming institution. More recently, all applications that are received from 1 Oct, 2015 have to go through ECFMG’s new system called ‘Electronic Portfolio of International Credentials (EPIC)’ for verification of IMGs’ medical credential. All these are done at the candidate’s expense and if this verification cannot be confirmed; the AMC would neither allow scheduling exams nor issue final certificate for obtaining a medical registration (http://www.amc.org.au/assessment/psv - Accessed on 26.1.17).
2. The English language tests for non-native speakers:
The literature has isolated ‘linguistic problem’ as the first barrier against progress of immigrant doctors (‘English-second-language’ speakers) towards the medical licensing exams in Israel. Moreover, research on foreign students in the United States and in Australia found that there is a positive correlation between students’ English language ability and both their academic successes (in any discipline) and social adjustment. These researches also indicated that the academic achievement of foreign students affects (and are affected by) their attitudes and adjustment.

Before 2007, to get registered with the AMC, an IMG firstly has to pass one of the recommended English language tests such as: International English Language Testing System (IELTS) - to score band 7 in each component (Reading, writing, listening and speaking) or Occupational English Test (OET) - to score minimum level ‘B’ in above components and to pass all components together. Currently, all English test scores have a two year period of validity since its pass date. The worldwide (incl. Bangladesh) list of 2017 IELTS and OET test dates and centers are available at (Accessed on 26.1.17):

2. https://www.occupationalenglishtest.org/test-information/test-dates-locations/

The AMC exams for general (unconditional) registration comprises: a computer-based Multiple Choice Questions (MCQ) exam and, a practical (Clinical) exam.

3. The AMC-MCQ examination:
The MCQ questions focus on medical knowledge and its application to understanding and interpretation of data and solving health problems. The questions cover all major disciplines and sub-disciplines of medicine. The MCQ exam consists of 150 questions to be completed in a three-and-a-half-hour session. The question format is of Type-A (one correct response from five choices). Since 2011, the MCQ exam format has been replaced by a new examination format called ‘Computer Adaptive Testing (CAT)’. In new system, the MCQs will randomly appear from the item pool in computer according to the candidate’s ability level [Source: http://www.amc.org.au/assessment/mcq-exam accessed on 29.1.17].

4. The AMC-Clinical examination:
The Clinical exam tests the skills and proficiency of history-taking, physical examination, diagnosis, investigation, treatment and communication via a specific type of clinical examination called the ‘objective structured clinical examination (OSCE)’. The current multi-station ‘AMC-OSCE’ checks candidates’ consultation and appropriate referral techniques. This exam is often a hurdle for many IMGs. On 7th December 2007, the then AMC President commented on launching an AMC’s publication that “Close to 40% IMGs who pass the initial AMC MCQ examination, fail the subsequent clinical examination”. The age of candidates could be a factor with license exams’ preparation and outcome. Hawthorne commented from her observation on the workforce data that “From 2004-10, 57% of IMGs aged 21-30 years passed the multiple choice question examination on their first attempt, compared with 64% aged 41-50 years and 31% aged over 50. Similar trends were evident in the clinical examination”. Could we say, earlier the migration decision- better for IMGs’ career progress in their new country?

Inspired by above statistics and to better understand the format and components of the Clinical exam, I attended a seminar on ‘AMC-OSCE’ organized by a reputed bridging-course provider in Melbourne. The invited speaker (Professor) there had conducted research with a group of AMC clinical exam candidates. The research looked at candidates:

a. Lack of appropriate clinical reasoning strategy towards generating a diagnosis; and
b. The difficulties experienced acting at an expected standard in the ‘role play’ scenarios within the oral examination process (OSCE).

According to the presenter, the OSCE is a key oral examination format in medical education that also is being used at the AMC clinical exam. Here, typically a candidate is required to convey his/her medical knowledge and demonstrate clinical skills via scenarios. Interaction in the scenario can be with real or simulated patients (actors) at several short stations of 8-15 minute duration. For the AMC clinical exam, each of the 16 stations is 10 minute (two minute for reading the scenario and next eight minute for the exam) long. Ideally, the major components in a standardized checklist are history-taking, focused physical examination, promptness, communication, attitude and empathy. Assessment of candidates typically is done through marking on a 0 to 7 point scale for each of the above items and getting at least four in each of those components makes a ‘pass’ for that particular station. The presenter reported that each scenario has got a ‘critical error’ point which is significantly associated with ‘patient safety’ values or ‘medico-legal’ issues. Naturally, giving the wrong answer at this point leads to a failure. Finally, passing 12 or more out of the 16 stations is needed for a complete pass and those, who pass between 10 or 11 stations can return to take a shorter version of the exam (called ‘Re-test’) offered at a lesser cost. The Re-test exam comprises of eight stations out of which, minimum six are needed to be passed.

The presenter demonstrated two such scenarios/stations and statistics on IMGs’ performance in those. The identified associated problems had been also explained. The scenarios are presented below:

Scenario-1:
Marion, a 23-year-old lady has come to see you (GP) with her partner. She suffers from a longstanding and recurrent genital herpes of low grade almost asymptomatic. Her partner plans to go overseas for a long period for a business trip.
Both of them don’t have any other sexually transmitted or other infections. Marion’s reasons for visiting you today are:

- **Task-1:** She wants to become pregnant stopping her contraceptive pill and is seeking your advice on this.
- **Task-2:** She wants to know about the effects and management of herpes during pregnancy.
- **Task-3:** She wants to know about the effects of herpes on the baby during or after delivery. Seeks your advice on appropriate method of delivery in her case.

**Critical error:** As she has very low symptoms, pregnancy can go ahead perhaps using a prophylactic antiviral drug during the last trimester of pregnancy. She needs to be counselled on undergoing caesarean section aimed at avoiding the risk of vaginal transmission of herpes to her baby. The exam candidate is not to counsel against pregnancy.

**Scenario-2:**
A 65-year-old man came to emergency department (ED) with complaints of alternate bowel habit (frequent constipation followed by diarrhoea in same day) and occasional passing of blood during bowel clearance. Following investigation it was found to be cancer affecting his left lower gut extended up to the terminal passage (anorectal part). You are an ED doctor working on that day. You need to:

- **Task-1:** Break this bad news (diagnosis) to the patient.
- **Task-2:** Counsel him to get the affected part operated on as early as possible. Briefly explain the procedure to him.
- **Task-3:** Show and explain to him how to use and maintain a ‘Colostomy bag’ following the operation.

**Critical error:** To show empathy and to be careful about attitude and body language. Need to explain the tasks to him in layman terms. Not to use medical jargon during the conversation with the patient.

According to the presenter along with a regular AMC clinical examiner; those two scenarios had been carefully selected for the seminar-discussion because most ‘English as a second language’ IMGs, especially who undertook primary medical training from non-western medical schools, cannot avoid the critical errors associated with the above scenarios. The Professors discussed some reasons:

- Lack of medical knowledge and/or training (patient exposure) or inability to reproduce the correct knowledge accurately at the OSCE stations.
- Some diseases or conditions may not be so prominent in their home countries.
- Cultural gap in interacting/dealing with certain patients.
- Linguistic gap in interacting/dealing with patients.

Finally, the presenter commented that whatever the reasons for candidates’ failure in this type of scenarios; it is vital to ensure “patient’s comfort & safety”, so, there should/would be no compromise in the exam’s marking process.

The critical error in first scenario reflects important Australian cultural notions of freedom and rights. It is the kind of cultural norm that IMGs from different cultures approaching clinical exams should have proper training on. The second critical error invites a difficult question - should every doctor from every country be able to efficiently perform this task? The answer is clearly ‘yes’ considering the literature reviewed about the issues surrounding the impact of communication skills on patient outcomes however, neither of these scenarios would be problematic if IMGs had achieved formal training about the nature of clinical practice in Australia.

**The Bridging (Preparatory) courses in Australia:**
While the AMC-OSCE checks candidates’ consultation and appropriate referral techniques; unfortunately, even IMGs who work as hospital doctors in Australia would have little day to day exposure to this kind of general practice or family medicine based practice. Education theory strongly supports teaching on examination content and undertaking formative assessments on candidates through a relevant training programme. One NZ-literature suggested: “IMGs who do undertake effective bridging courses have higher pass rates”.

A list on contacts of the bridging course providers in Australia is available at the AMC website: http://www.amc.org.au/about/contacts/bridging-course-providers (accessed on 27.1.17). Such courses as well prepare candidates for the registration-interviews taken by AHPRA for example, on PESCI. Basic and advanced ‘skill-upgrade’ courses are also offered some of which are mandatory for IMGs to attend if to obtain or maintain medical registrations.

**The AMC publications for study-guidance:**
The AMC has published three textbooks to guide IMGs with all parts of the exam process. These can be purchased through the AMC website. The AMC claims that these books are sufficiently rich in information in the medical knowledge and clinical scenarios and that they use previously used exam material. The AMC website has warned that the reproduction, storage or transmission of any part of their exam material is against Australian law and a breach of that law will incur a large monetary penalty up to permanent termination of candidature. However, the argument could arise – i) Are the AMC textbook materials just a guide or do they offer sufficient study materials to facilitate the passing of exams? ii) Should AMC run its own preparatory course/s for IMGs?

**The General Registration and Permanent Immigration:**
Successful completion of both parts of the AMC exams and taking up to one year (if un-exempted) of supervised hospital training following that will provide an IMG with an AMC certificate which can lead to achieving his/her general registration. Considering legislation process as historically a rapidly changing field; it is recommended that update on the recent variations to the AMC pathways for IMGs are regularly

With general (unconditional) registration, an IMG is eligible to claim his/her ‘Permanent Resident’ visa by applying through the Aust. Immigration website. This is also possible for the IMG-specialists who have gained ‘Conditional Specialist Registration’ recognition through the relevant specialist medical colleges.\(^5\) For current other opportunities for IMGs to migrate permanently under the “Skilled migration” scheme; the “Skilled Occupation List” which is available under “Occupation Ceiling” tab at following link, needs to be visited regularly: http://www.border.gov.au/Trav/Work/Skil (Accessed on 24.01.17).

Some lucky IMGs (CA pathway and WBA system):  
In addition to current non-specialist assessment pathways, the recent ‘Competent Authority (CA) pathway’ exempts some candidates from taking the standard AMC examinations (MCQ and Clinical) provided their primary medical training was obtained from one of the AMC-preapproved medical colleges in specific countries. These countries are: United Kingdom (UK), Canada, United States of America (USA), New Zealand and Ireland. If the AMC grants an exemption (‘advanced standing’), such candidates need to at first secure a job offer in order to complete an approved period of supervised training in the Australian health system. While undertaking training, they will formally go through a workplace-based performance assessment system under the assigned supervisors. Since July of 2010, ‘Workplace-based assessment (WBA)’ system has been working to assess the specific and overall performance of working CA/mcq-passed IMGs at some accredited public hospitals listed in the AMC website: (http://www.amc.org.au/assessment/pathways/standard/wba accessed on 26.01.17).

Following completion of WBA-requirements, they may be eligible to receive an AMC certificate and be granted general (full) registration to be able to work unsupervised.\(^5\)

A range of ‘workplace-based performance assessment’ methods are currently on trial. This includes a ‘Mini-CEX (mini clinical evaluation exercise)’ system that involves direct observation and rating (of various skills on well-established scales) of a trainee in a clinical scenario followed by the provision of immediate feedback.\(^16,5\)

Where to search for vacant medical jobs:  
A ‘Nationally Consistent Registration’ system for all IMGs was reported\(^16\) to be effective from 1\(^{st}\) July 2010\(^10\). This process was targeted to be used for the purpose of screening, assessment and supervision requirements of IMGs who will apply for a medical (hospital) job. The process would assess the level of patient-safety (means whether an IMG has sufficient expertise to safely treat the patient) for all unsupervised scenario in the advertised positions. An applicant can satisfy this patient-safety argument by offering his/her medical qualifications and performed job experiences against the position that s/he has applied for.\(^16\)

For current GP/Specialist/Medical Officer jobs-on-offer in the advertised positions ["Districts of workforce shortages (DWS)" or “Area of Need (AON) vacancies”]; it is highly recommended that interested IMGs regularly visit the ‘Doctor Connect’ website (www.doctorconnect.gov.au) where links to all source of information on the licensing process, registration, visas and current vacancies is available. Outside typical hospital and gp settings, there are few other sectors where both conditional and fully-qualified doctors are needed i.e. ‘National Home Doctor Service’, ‘Sports Events Doctors’, and ‘Medical Writer’. For the authorized users, the following journals are also worthy to browse for current job listings: a) Medical Journal of Australia (MJA) and b) Australian Family Physician (AFP).

Conclusion  
This paper has provided up-to-date detailed information around licensing requirements for IMGs in popular destinations. It is now clear that in a new society, migrated-IMGs may need an adaptive period to successfully integrate into the community, need to learn simultaneously to be a citizen as well as a doctor. They are adult learners with various commitments; therefore might experience learning difficulties due to migration experiences. Information given here would expect them to decide early and prepare adequately for the migration. At the same time, Bangladesh medical curriculum could consider including ‘Medical Migration’ as a module in its ‘Community Medicine’ block to benefit students with earlier orientation.
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